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AN ANALYSIS OF DISCOURSE PHONOLOGY

0. INTRODUCTION

The discourses discussed in this paper were collected from two speakers in September 1974, specifically for the purpose of discovering why word stress appeared to vary. The texts are coded AB1 - 4, and RK1 - 7. Other texts, coded EY2 - 5, collected in September 1972, from a third speaker, were added to the corpus.

The results of the study showed that the way in which syllables were grouped together was of greater significance than the placement of stress. Tests showed that wrong grouping of syllables produced unintelligible utterances, while variations in stress placement did not affect intelligibility to nearly the same extent. The study was confined to the consideration of grammatical words and phrases. Apart from this general statement, no other conclusions were drawn.

1. PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to present the results obtained by analysing a corpus of texts by the method outlined in Mayers, Marvin K. Discourse Phonology. 1976. Basically this method is to peel layers of phonological features off a discourse like skins off an onion, each peeling revealing more clearly the layer (or level) below. Once a feature is assigned to a level it cannot be considered a feature of a lower level.

From the above mentioned corpus the texts AB1 - 4 were chosen for intensive analysis and the results obtained were checked against the other texts. The checking was not exhaustive.

2. DETAILED ANALYSIS

The levels discussed below represent the total discourse (Level 1), the phonological paragraph (Level 2), the phonological sentence (Level 3), the phonological clause (Level 4), the phonological phrase or rhythm group (Level 5), the phonological word (Level 6), and the syllable (Level 7).

2.1 DISCUSSION OF LEVELS

2.1.1 LEVEL 1 - THE DISCOURSE

In this data there are two types of discourse. The most common contains phonological paragraphs and is marked by greatest falling pitch, an overall decline in intensity and a final slow phrase which fades to voicelessness.
The second type is one in which there is no overall decline in intensity and the final phrase is not slower than the rest of the discourse. This is EY3, an hortatory discourse.

2.1.2 LEVEL 2 - THE PHONOLOGICAL PARAGRAPH

Two paragraph types have been noticed. Both contain sentences and are marked by the second greatest falling pitch. Type 1, the commonest, is also marked by having its highest pitch in the paragraph on the first syllable.

buqbiθ /// amnap an wafanuna / paθarkaθ ///
he-fear'd he-them-fear'd white-women he-cried

'He was afraid. He was afraid of the white women. He cried.'
AB1, 11 (see also EY3, 11 and RK6, 12)

Type 2 begins with an adverb or conjunction, baθa, mana, or bajuwa at the same pitch as the end of the preceding paragraph, and the highest pitch in the paragraph occurs on the syllable immediately following the adverb. baθa and mana are both fast when they are paragraph initial.

baθa naraθ / galaθuyθ gunak ///-
intens l-came kinship-term place

'And so I came to Ngalaθuy's place.'
RK3, 13 (see also AB2, 14; RO2, 12 and RK5, 13)

Here the grammatical and phonological levels do not match. The adverb or conjunction splits the two criteria for a phonological paragraph: the pause precedes but the highest pitch follows, and the adverb or conjunction is itself part of the rhythm group which follows. It seems better to make the paragraph break at the pause rather than immediately preceding the highest pitch.

The position of pajuwa (completive) varies. It may occur at the end of a paragraph and have falling pitch:

pajuwa ///
finish

'That's all.'
RK7n

Or it may occur following pause and having the same pitch as the preceding word.
\[ \text{na\text{-}r\text{-}un\text{-}anda} /// \text{pa\text{-}gu\text{-}wa} \text{ y\text{-}aq\text{-}\text{i\text{\text{-}}ta} /// \] 

\text{we-2-drink} \quad \text{finish} \quad \text{she-goes-back}

'The two of us drink. After that she goes back.'

AB2, §4

In both cases its meaning is the same: 'completion of the previous action'.

In AB1, S4 and S8 are not considered to be paragraph initial as the highest pitch does not occur on the syllable immediately following the adverb.

2.1.3 LEVEL 3 - THE PHONOLOGICAL SENTENCE

Length of pause does not seem to be consistent. There are two paragraphs which end with pause /, AB4, §1 and RK6, §2, and many clauses which end in pause ////. There is even an example of a verb and its appositional subject being separated by pause ////:

\[ \text{gupu\text{"}ru\text{"}pu\text{"} r\text{\text{-}a\text{-}d\text{-}n\text{-}a\text{-}kan} /// u\text{\text{-}ju\text{\text{-}l} ///} \] 

\text{morning} \quad \text{we-2-went} \quad \text{man's name}

'In the morning Urlurl and I went.'

RK3, C2, 3

But there does seem to be a level between clause and paragraph - clauses seem to go together to form a unit smaller than a paragraph. Further analysis may prove this untenable, but, at present, I am postulating a sentence level in which sentences contain clauses and are marked by pauses of lengths //, /// or ////:

\[ \text{ya\text{-}w\text{-}a\text{-}q\text{-}an} \text{ ba} \quad \text{wa\text{-}r\text{-}pl} / \text{ra\text{-}ya\text{\text{-}\text{-}n} \quad \text{a} \text{\text{-}b\text{-}l\text{-}t\text{\text{-}h} / \text{a} \text{\text{-}r\text{-}i\text{-}m\text{-}a\text{-}n} ///} \] 

\text{he-went} \quad \text{that man} \quad \text{he-saw-it} \quad \text{snake} \quad \text{he-got-it}

'The man went out, saw a snake and got it.'

EY2A, S1 (see also AB4, S2 and AB1, S2)

2.1.4 LEVEL 4 - THE PHONOLOGICAL CLAUSE

Phonological clauses contain phrases (rhythm groups) and are marked by pause / and greatest stress. The highest pitch and loudest intensity in the clause usually occur on the syllable with the greatest stress. This syllable is normally in the verb:
'It'll be open this afternoon.'
RK5, C1

Where the greatest stress occurs on another word this word is being given particular emphasis in the clause:

abani bu ni 'Daddy stays away.'
he-stays-away Daddy
RK2, C1 (see also AB4, C2)

Where two heaviest stresses occur in one clause they have the same high pitch.

i: riwulafu wugbarfa 'Yes, he finished it and went to sleep.'
yes he-it-finished he-slept
AB1, C14 (see also RK7d and RK2e)

exceptions:

wiqalmu 'a big mob'
big-mob-
AB3, C5

gudbanawanl 'stay!'
stay(imper. pl.)
EY3, C5

baguwa 'that's all'
finish
EY5, C7
(This is the only occurrence of a rise in pitch at the end of a discourse.)

ari gama n riqulul alanu puwal. 'He's there making a good road.'
he-stands he-works he-made road good
RK4, C3
(This is two clauses without an intervening pause, the second an appositional amplification of the first.)
I'll go to the shop.

Clauses which amplify the previous statement are much faster than the statement they amplify.

'1 came here and found you.'

You two had arrived.

But there are other instances of speed which are not amplification. One is the only question in the data:

What will I get?

The other could be considered a statement and its amplification:

'Jumbo's waiting for it, maybe they'll bring it back.'

Some clauses have a final rise in pitch which marks a close tie between them and the clauses following.

He saw the snake and he got it.

A clause may consist of one, two, three or four phrases. But these either balance so that the first part of the clause is equal in timing to the second part or they break evenly into three. The single phrases making a clause conform to this pattern of either two or three. There is no clause of just one phonological word.

Of the clauses containing four phrases, two of these are emphatic and tense, and the rhythmic grouping adds to the emphasis.
The third, RK7, C8, is a puzzle. It is an amplification (without the normal amplification feature) of RK7, C3 so it is semantically a flashback.

'Not a lot, just one.'

The fourth, RK2, C5, breaks into two halves and is unexpected in that there is no pause between the two parts. Except for pause, the second part has all the phonological and grammatical features of a new paragraph.

'Jumbo's waiting for it. Maybe they'll bring it back.'

2.1.5 LEVEL 5 - THE PHONOLOGICAL PHRASE

The phonological phrase is the rhythm group. It contains words (smaller rhythm groups) and is marked by second heaviest stress and shortest pause.

To form a rhythm group it is quite common to join grammatical words but unusual to split them. Many rhythm groups match grammatical words.
paraŋkaŋ
he-cried

'aiyunyan nagi
i-them-see dog

'I see the dogs.'
AB3, C2

the flash-

< (to)

-rom

that second
bra-

//

ave-it

da'ara ba'ara
1-go-away intens

'I'm going'
AB2, C2

indirect object:

anbudbulan qumun
she-it-poured for-him

'she poured it for him.'
AB1, C8

location:

aiy̱in ukh amangu
they-lie there shade

'they're lying there in the shade.'
AB3, C3

a noun and its adjuncts

adjective:

palanda maŋan
white-man small

'the small white man'
AB2, C4

two verbs with the same subject

war angyumaraʃpa
he-goes he-walks

'he's walking'
AB4, C4
a preceding subject and verb (subjects normally follow verbs)

ka:ma' ya'war
mother she-goes

'mother's going'
AB2, C5

a co-ordinate noun phrase

Clara Ya Victor
Clara and Victor

'Clara and Victor'
AB4, C3

The only question in the data is a single phrase consisting of 'what?', an adverb and a verb.

pi'ukunaf man abanaman
what? maybe ill-get

'What'll I probably get?'
RK4, C4

There are two cases of grammatical words broken into two phonological phrases. In both cases the break appears to be required by the balancing criterion of the clause.

anagaiangadagba
she-them-teaches

'she teaches them'
AB2, C6

a'wanina:n ba'ka
they-sit-past-cont intens

'they were sitting'
EY5, C1

2.1.6 LEVEL 6 - THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD

Phonological words contain syllables which are grouped together rhythmically and carry at least a third degree of stress. Phrase or clause stress may also occur on the same syllable obscuring the word stress. Words are of three types:

type 1: single syllable  -'bli:
AB1, C1.

type 2: two syllables with stress on the first syllable

'-san:
AB1, C2

'-pulang
AB1, C5

type 3: three syllables with stress on the first syllable

'-ariju:
AB2, C4
On phonological words as type 2 or 3 the stress will shift to the second syllable if that syllable marks the beginning of a grammatical word.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lin } \text{'u-} & \quad \text{AB3, C3} \\
\text{wam} \text{r } \text{angu-} & \quad \text{AB4, C4}
\end{align*}
\]

In this example, the final vowel a of wara 'he goes' is lost before the first vowel of the next word. The prefix an- always takes stress. So the resulting syllable ran is stressed.

Where a single consonant occurs at a word break, it seems to belong to both the preceding word and the following word. This is particularly noticeable with nasals, but the vowels before palatals and w also anticipate the following consonant.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{gud} \text{banu} & \text{van} & \quad \text{EY3, C4} \\
\text{a} \text{lyunan} & \text{an} & \quad \text{RK1, C6}
\end{align*}
\]

2.1.7 LEVEL 7 - THE SYLLABLE

A syllable contains segments. There are three types of syllables.

Type 1 consists of CVC with an optional second consonant.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bud-} & \quad \text{AB1, C1} \\
\text{-walk-} & \quad \text{AB3, C4}
\end{align*}
\]

Type 2 consists of CV, and type 3 of V with an optional C.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{type 2: pa-} & \quad \text{AB1, C4} \\
\text{type 3: a.pan ad.man} & \quad \text{AB2, C3}
\end{align*}
\]

But type three is found only word initially. There are no geminate clusters in laugh but some evidence for postulating that in a pattern of type CiV1C2V1C3, C2 belongs to both syllables and the word breaks into CVC(C)C. Further, there is alternation between uy- and uy-, and between yl- and yl- word initially. If a(C)-, word initially, is considered to be ?\text{a(C)}-\text{, then there is really only one syllable type:}

\[
\text{CV(C)(C)}
\]
2.1.8 LENGTHENED VOWELS

In Iwaidja, with one exception, length on a vowel is a feature of a level higher than the segment. The exception is that the vowel \text{I} is regularly lengthened to \text{i}: before \text{g, j, n} and \text{y} (see: The Phonemes of Iwaidja).

In this data, vowels which have been lengthened are serving either of two functions on the higher level:

either 1. to increase the timing of a phrase so as to balance the clause:

\underline{apa\text{n adman}i}  \hspace{1cm} AB2, C3
\underline{ka\text{m}a\text{i ya\text{wa}ra}}  \hspace{1cm} AB2, C5

or 2. for emphasis:

\underline{di\text{\text{n}an}} \hspace{1cm} RK1, C3
\underline{na\text{\text{g}l}} \hspace{1cm} RK6, C1

2.2 Summary of Levels

Level 1:

Discourse type 1 \hspace{1cm} paragraphs
\hspace{1cm} greatest falling pitch
\hspace{1cm} overall intensity decline
\hspace{1cm} final fading to voicelessness
\hspace{1cm} final slow phrase

\underline{type 2} \hspace{1cm} paragraphs
\hspace{1cm} greatest falling pitch
\hspace{1cm} final fading to voicelessness

Level 2:

Paragraph type 1 \hspace{1cm} sentences
\hspace{1cm} second greatest falling pitch
\hspace{1cm} initial pitch highest in paragraph

\underline{type 2} \hspace{1cm} sentences
\hspace{1cm} second greatest falling pitch
\hspace{1cm} initial adverb followed by syllable with highest pitch in paragraph
Level 3:
Sentence
```plaintext
[ clauses
  pause ///, ///, ///, /// ]
```

Level 4:
Clause
type 1
```plaintext
[ phrases
  pause /
  heaviest stress ]
```
type 2
```plaintext
[ phrases
  pause /
  heaviest stress
  fast speed ]
```
type 3
```plaintext
[ phrases
  pause /
  heaviest stress
  final rise in pitch ]
```

Level 5
Phrase
```plaintext
[ words
  second heaviest stress
  shortest pause ]
```

Level 6:
Word
```plaintext
[ syllables
  third degree of stress ]
```
type 1
```plaintext
[S]
```
type 2
```plaintext
[SS] or [S'S] (where grammatical word breaks occur after the first syllable)
```
type 3
```plaintext
[SSS] or [S'SS] (where grammatical word breaks occur after the first syllable)
```

Level 7:
Syllables
```plaintext
[ segments ]
```
type 1
```plaintext
[CVC(C)]
```
type 2
```plaintext
[CV]
```
type 3
```plaintext
[#V(C)]
```
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3. CORPUS OF DATA

The following pages show the corpus of data in the order: AB1 - 4, EY2 - 5, RK1 - 7. On each the beginning of each paragraph is marked 1, the beginning of each sentence S, and the beginning of each clause C.
He was afraid. He was afraid of the white women. He cried. After that she poured out some milk for him. She poured it out, she gave him a drink. She put bread in it for him. She gave him bread (and) he drank it. After that, he finished it (and) went to sleep.
2 slow
morning

3 slow
1-go intens
l-him-hold we-sit
baby
white-man small

3 slow
mother
she goes
she them teaches book
l-him-hold intens
morning

2 slow
2 slow
2 slow
we drink hot
she comes
she arrives we-2 drink
finish she goes back
In the morning I go (there). I sit and hold the small white baby. His mother goes to teach from books. I hold him. During the morning we have a hot drink (when) she comes. She comes (and) the two of us drink (and) after that she goes back.

I watch I-them-see dog they-lie there shade they-hot hot

I'm looking. I can see the dogs. They're lying over there in the shade. They're very hot. There's a big mob lying together.
The two children, Clara and Victor, are playing. Clara's sitting and Victor's walking. They're playing.
'That man went out. He went out (and) saw a snake. He saw a snake. He got it and went home.'
"That man went out. He saw a snake (and) got it. He got it. He came home (and) he showed it. He showed the snake."
'Children, don't go far away. Stay at home. Stay at home. Stay (and) play. Don't do bad things. Don't say bad words. Just behave yourselves.'
The women were there and then they went out. They went out and arrived (over there). They cracked open oysters. They cracked them open (till) their (buckets were) full. That's all.
I came here and found that you two had come. I went back and told them. I said, "Ngaliwuyug's come with another new one (but) Ngaliwumud's stayed away."
'Daddy's staying in Darwin, waiting to get a car.' Jumbo's waiting for it. Maybe they'll both come back with it.'
"In the morning I took Uurlui and we went (there). He drank the medicine for his blood (and) we came back. 'When we get back I left him and came to Ngalawuyuq's place. Ngalawuyuq and I are (here)."
STORY PK4

1 slow 1 slow 1 slow 2 slow 2 slow
jumbo he-works that road poor-thing hot

2 slow 2 slow 1 slow 3 slow 1 fast 1 slow 1 slow
he-stand he-works he-made road good good road his car they-want

2 fast 2 fast 1 fast, 1 slow 2 slow 2 slow (each 3 even beats)
now good road not he-finish wait now maybe he-will-finish
'Jumbo's working on the road. Poor thing, it's hot. He's been making a good road. It's a good road. They went in his car. It's a good road now. He hasn't finished yet. Maybe he'll finish soon. He's working on the road. That's all.'
'It'll be open this afternoon. I'll go to the shop (and) look around. What'll I get? Tobacco maybe, (or) food (or) meat. Then I'll come back.'
The dogs are sitting together in the shade. There's a big mob. They're sitting together, (those) dogs. The dogs sit in the shade. They're not hot, they're in the shade. It is hot (but) they're in the shade.
2 slow 2 slow 2 slow 2 slow 2 slow 4 slow even 2 slow even
1-went turtle turtle 1-went digging-stick plain 1-prodded-it 1-stabbed-it

2 fast 2 slow 2 slow 1 med 1 med 1 med 1 med 2 slow 2 slow
1-found-it one turtle stick 1-brought here from home 1-went

2 med 2 med 2 slow 2 slow 2 slow 2 slow 2 slow 2 fast 2 fast
1-found-it turtle one turtle 1-found-it 1-got-it one truly
'I went for turtles. I went for turtles with a digging stick to the plain. I prodded around (and) I found one turtle. I brought the stick here from home. I went (and) found a turtle. I found one turtle (and) I got it. One indeed! Not a lot, just one. That's all.'